Thank You

The University of Minnesota Law School wishes to express our profound gratitude for your extraordinary generosity and continued participation in our programming, events, and commitment to educating and preparing the next generation of lawyer-leaders.

**IMPACT Invest in the Future**

### Invest in the Future

$7.9M+ RAISED IN 2019–20 ACROSS ALL PROGRAMS (including testamentary bequests and pledges)

215 FIRST-TIME DONORS

2,660 GIFTS

18 MULTI-YEAR PLEDGES

$1M+ INVESTED IN THE ANNUAL FUND IN 2019–20

$148M UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA LAW SCHOOL ENDOWMENT

### IMPACT

#### Invest in Innovative Programs

$400K+ Raised for Innovative Programs from the Annual Fund in 2019–20

- 250 Students Enrolled in Law Clinics in 2019–20
- 25 Diverse Legal Clinics
- 37,795 Hours of Free Legal Service were Provided to the Public by Law Students in 2019–20

#### Invest in Lawyer-Leaders

- 600+ J.D. STUDENTS RECEIVED FINANCIAL SUPPORT IN 2019–20
- $4.1M RAISED FOR STUDENT SUPPORT
- 146 UNIQUE SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS AVAILABLE

The Saeks Public Interest Residency Program, established by Allen ’56 and Linda Saeks, connects leading public interest and government organizations with high-achieving 3L students. Students work full-time during their third year of law school for a nonprofit or government agency and have a guaranteed, full-time, paid legal position with the same organization the year following graduation. This innovative model provides students with valuable legal training and a pipeline to employment, while providing the organizations with much-needed legal assistance.

Give to the Max Day raised $27,475 from 70 donors for the Law School Clinics Program in November 2019. This included a $10K match from six donors (David Jensen, Brad Clary ’75, Mike Nilan ’79, Hon. Laura Thomas, Barb D’Aquila ’80, Gary Haugen ’74). Donors also gave an additional $11,982 to the Law School on Give to the Max Day to support TORT, the Law School Fund, scholarships, and the Asylum Law Project.
George Floyd Memorial Scholarship in Law

With a generous gift from Catlan M. McCurdy '11 and Sanjiv P. Laud '12, and an equal match from the Law School, the George Floyd Memorial Scholarship in Law was launched in June 2020. The endowed scholarship was established to provide critical financial support to students who enhance the diversity of the Law School, with a special consideration for underrepresented students and, in particular, Black or African American students—to pursue careers in the law and achieve their dreams.

280+ Alumni, Faculty, Staff, Students, and Friends of the Law School have given to the George Floyd Memorial Scholarship in Law

Faculty Support

Raised for Faculty Support from the Annual Fund in 2019–20

$200K

Faculty Support

IMPA C T

Invest in World-Class Faculty

Jonathan Choi
Hired as Associate Professor of Law

Jennifer Green
Promoted to Clinical Professor of Law

Ryan Greenwood
Promoted to Associate Law Librarian

Francis Shen
Promoted to Professor of Law

IMPA C T

Invest in Public Interest Support

By offering students a wide range of opportunities, Minnesota Law is invested in providing students with the support necessary to pursue careers in public interest work.

Leonard E. Lindquist Scholarship
Ballard Spahr created this scholarship in honor of Leonard E. Lindquist '39 to support students at the Law School who have demonstrated a personal commitment to community service.

John W. Mooty Public Service Fellowship
This fellowship provides financial support to students who use their summers serving the public.

Paula K. and S. Walter Richey Scholarship
Established by Paula '76 and Walter '63 Richey, this fund provides scholarships to students enrolled in a federally recognized tribe. Additional preference is for students with strong interests in public service and providing assistance to underserved populations, to help ensure the rights of all people and alleviate poverty.

Robina Public Interest Scholars Program
This transformative program helps students establish a public interest career by providing specialized support, financial assistance, and postgraduate fellowships.

Warren Spannaus Public Interest Fellowship
In memory of Warren Spannaus '63, this fellowship is awarded to Minnesota Law students with a commitment to public service and provides an unpaid summer internship with a government agency or nonprofit in Minnesota. This program creates pathways to full-time employment by financially supporting those dedicated to pursuing public interest careers.

IMPACT

Invest in Public Interest Support

Driven. The Campaign for the University of Minnesota Law School

When you document your gift by June 30, 2021, your gift will be included in our historic Driven to Lead campaign.

Campaign Goals

$80 MILLION

OVERALL GOAL

$32M

Investment in transformational programs

$30M

Investment in tomorrow's lawyer-leaders

$10M

Investment in our legacy

$8M

Investment in faculty excellence

Give now to join the Driven campaign and support future lawyer-leaders. give.umn.edu/lawschool